Reading the Tarot (or any oracle /angel cards) seems daunting for most. You
find yourself faced with an over sized deck with unfamiliar pictures.
In order to read them, you have as a resource a piece of multi folded rice paper
with minuscule print. Even if you could read it, you couldn’t apply it.
Let me introduce you to my method of reading tarot cards (or any oracle cards –
angel, fairy, grace, etc.)
Using my method, you can read the cards with confidence in under half an hour =
even if you’ve never seen the card deck before.
Remembering that the past is the past; the present is the present & the future is
the future only if you don’t change the present. If you don’t like the future, simply change
the present.
Now, have your client (or yourself if the reading is for yourself) think of a question
with a “yes” or “no” answer & concentrate on the question. It can be said silently or out
loud.
Shuffle the cards (or just mix them about, face down on the table).
Spread the deck - faces down, on the table, or fan it out - faces down, in your
hand.
Draw (either you or the client) a single card.
Place the card face up in front of the reader.
Place it the same orientation as it was drawn – do not help out by turning it
around one way or the other.

If the card is right side up – no matter the picture, number or markings - the
answer to the question asked is YES.

If the card is upside down – no matter the picture, number or
markings - the answer to the question asked is NO.

.

If the card is sideways like so – no matter the picture, number or markings - the
answer to the question asked is PROBABLY.

If the card is sideways like so – no matter the picture, number or markings- the
answer to the question asked is PROBABLY NOT.

Wasn’t that easy?
Reading the whole deck with 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 card spreads including past, present, future
is just as simple! No experience necessary.

If you’d like to go on to the next step, return to the web page and,
For just $47 sign up for the next step - you will receive the following:
- Your own deck of tarot cards
- Tarot pouch
- Deck wrap/reader cloth
- Video showing you how to extend this Rapid Reading technique to multiple
cards & multiple layouts,
- Plus a pdf of the same information in written format.

Every thing you need for your new skill that will give you hours of
enjoyment & who knows, maybe even some income on the side!!

